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Abstract of the Thesis

Design of a Novel Glitch-Free Integrated Clock Gating Cell for
High Reliability

by

Tasnuva Noor

Master of Science

in

Electrical Engineering

Stony Brook University

2016

A novel glitch-free integrated clock gating (ICG) cell is developed and

demonstrated in 45 nm CMOS technology. The proposed cell is more reliable

as it produces an uninterrupted gated clock signal in cases where glitches oc-

cur in the enable signal during clock transitions. A detailed comparison of

the proposed cell with the existing integrated clock gating cells is also pre-

sented. Glitch-free operation (and therefore high reliability) is achieved at the

expense of larger power and delay, as quantified for 45 nm CMOS technology.

Several design issues and different glitch characteristics are also discussed. The

proposed ICG cell is shown to be highly applicable to dual edge triggered flip-

flops where existing ICGs fail if there are glitches in the enable during clock

transitions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In modern system-on-chip (SoC) design, power consumption has become a

major issue. As the feature size has been shrinking and the demand of high

speed processors has been increasing, the effect of power consumption has

become one of the major obstacles in integrated circuit design process.

The overall power consumption in a circuit is divided into static and dy-

namic power. Although static power is of great significance in the design of

nanoscale CMOS digital circuits, managing dynamic power consumption is

currently the most effective strategy for power reduction in digital circuits,

particularly for nanoscale FinFET technologies where leakage power has been

significantly reduced [1,2]. Overall power dissipation in a digital CMOS circuit

is

Ptotal = Pdynamic + Pstatic,

where,

Pdynamic = Pswitching + Pshort−circuit.

The energy consumed due the switching (charging and discharging) of the load
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capacitance contributes to the Pswitching. If a capacitance of C is charged and

discharged by a clock signal with frequency of f and peak voltage of V , the

dynamic power consumption is

P = αCV 2f,

where α is the activity factor. Activity factor is the average probability of 0

to 1 transition in a cycle. For example, if a signal switches once every cycle,

the activity factor α = 1
2
. As clock signal makes two transitions every cycle, it

has the maximum activity factor of 1. Therefore, if the clock signal switching

can be controlled, the dynamic power consumption can also be significantly

reduced.

There are various techniques to reduce dynamic power consumption such

as reducing the operating frequency, voltage swing or the capacitive load of the

clock distribution network [3–9]. Power consumption can be further reduced

by introducing techniques to reduce the supply voltage although it can be

challenging due to the difficulty in scaling the threshold voltage [10]. Each of

these techniques exhibits different tradeoffs with performance and reliability.

Alternatively, reducing the activity factor of the clock signal by ensuring that

it does not switch when not needed can significantly reduce the dynamic power

consumption without affecting the supply voltage or the frequency.

Clock gating refers to shutting off the clock signal when the flip-flops are

idle. It has been successfully used in custom ASICs, microprocessors, and

FPGAs [11]. The most primitive way to achieve clock gating is to include

an enable signal and gate the clock signal by using an AND or a NOR gate,

depending on the type of flip-flops used. The output of this gate is referred to

2



Figure 1.1: Generic clock tree with ICG cells in front of registers.

as a gated clock, which does not switch when the enable signal is active [12].

The enable signal is achieved internally or externally from a combinational

circuit depending on the approach used.

The use of a single gate such as AND or NOR has a significant limitation

as it introduces unwanted glitches in the gated clock signal [13]. Since the

enable signal can change any time, which may not be synchronous with the

clock signal, it can cause a glitch in the gated clock. To avoid this situation,

a latch is added in front of the logic gate in order to synchronize the enable

signal with the clock edge. The latch and the logic gate form a new standard

cell, referred to as an integrated clock gating (ICG) cell. There are multiple

ICG cell implementations using latches/flip-flops with logic gates that aim at

reducing power consumption for flip-flops.
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A typical method of inserting ICG cells throughout the clock tree is shown

in Fig. 1.1. Although ICG cells were initially added adjacent to the regis-

ters, alternative approaches to insert ICG cells further up the clock tree have

reduced the dynamic power consumption to a greater extent [14].

A practical approach to implementing clock gating technique can be seen

in [15], where a 1.15 Gb/s fully parallel non-binary low density parity check

(LDPC) decoder with dynamic clock gating is presented. The decoder imple-

ments a number of complex check nodes and variable nodes, which are mostly

dominated by sequential circuits. As these sequential circuits consume most

of the clock switching power, each variable node is designed to detect its con-

vergence and apply clock gating to save power. The clock tree and the clock

gating strategy are illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The application of this clock gat-

ing method is reported to have reduced energy consumption by 62% at a 1 V

supply.

The existing ICG cells designed for single edge triggered flip-flops are com-

pact and effective. However, these existing ICGs are not entirely reliable if the

enable signal exhibits glitches during clock transitions. Hence, a new design

is proposed in this thesis to obtain a glitch-free ICG cell for high reliability.

The enable signal, produced from a combinational circuit, can be prone to

glitches at any point in time. Thus, the proposed ICG cell is simulated with an

enable signal that exhibits glitches at different times. It is demonstrated that,

irrespective of the occurrence time of the glitch, the proposed ICG cell gener-

ates a glitch-free gated clock signal, thereby enhancing the overall reliability

of the circuit.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The existing, most commonly

4



Figure 1.2: A practical example of clock gating strategy in the clock tree [15].

used ICG cells (primarily for single edge triggered flip-flops) are summarized

in Chapter 2. The proposed more reliable ICG cell is described in Chapter 3

including the performance analysis compared with the two existing topologies.

The conclusion and future works are included in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Existing Integrated Clock
Gating Cells

The particular clock gating strategy that would be implemented in a circuit

is decided during the synthesis stage and depends primarily on the specific

design characteristics such as the number of registers that use the clock signal,

choice of symmetrical cells and the threshold voltage of the ICG cells [16].

There are multiple available ICG cell topologies [17, 18]. Among these cells,

the two most commonly used are the latch-based ICG cells. Latch based ICG

cells are improved versions of the previous approaches that use only an AND

or NOR gate. The outputs of the flip-flops driven by these ICG cells have one

clock cycle delay added to the propagation time due to the latch insertion [13].

These designs, however, are preferred as they reduce the possibility of a hazard

in the gated clock signal (GClk) due to the transition time difference between

enable (En) and clock signal (Clk).

6



Figure 2.1: Latch-AND based ICG cell for positive edge triggered flip-flops.

2.1 Latch-AND based ICG

A latch-AND ICG cell consists of an active low latch followed by an AND

gate, and is primarily used to drive positive edge triggered flip-flops. The

latch is added to eliminate any hazard in the En signal which otherwise could

propagate to the GClk.
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Figure 2.2: Clock gating using only AND gate.

As shown in Fig. 2.2, using only an AND gate is not sufficient for proper

clock gating, as the glitch propagates to the gated clock signal (GClk). How-
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Figure 2.3: Clock gating using latch-AND based ICG cell.

ever, the GClk in Fig. 2.3 is free of glitches since a latch-AND based ICG is

used. Using the active low latch helps to synchronize the GClk and prevents

Figure 2.4: Layout of the latch-AND based ICG cell.

the propagation of any glitches that occur in the En signal. The layout of this

ICG cell in 45 nm technology is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Note that a NAND gate

can be used instead of the AND to achieve a gated high ICG cell, if needed.
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2.2 Latch-NOR based ICG

A latch-NOR ICG cell performs similar to the latch-AND based ICG cell with

the exception that this latch is active high and there is a NOR gate instead of

an AND at the output stage, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. This ICG cell topology is

Figure 2.5: Latcth-NOR ICG cell for negative edge triggered flip-flops.
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Figure 2.6: Clock gating using only NOR gate.

primarily used for circuits having negative edge triggered flip-flops. The latch

eliminates the propagation of any hazard in the En to the GClk signal. Also

note that this ICG changes the polarity of the global clock signal.
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As shown in Fig. 2.6, having only a NOR gate causes the glitch in the En

to propagate to the GClk signal. A glitch-free GClk is obtained after adding

an active high latch, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Finally, the layout of this ICG cell
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Figure 2.7: Clock gating using latch-NOR based ICG cell.

is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Note that if the NOR gate is replaced by an OR gate,

the circuit works as a gated high ICG cell.

These existing ICG cells are popular as they can provide an almost glitch-

free GClk without conserving much energy and area. However, under par-

Figure 2.8: Layout of the latch-NOR based ICG cell.
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ticular conditions, these ICG cells may sacrifice reliability and cause faulty

operations, as demonstrated in this thesis. These issues are discussed in the

following chapter and a new ICG cell is proposed that can eliminate these

reliability issues.
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Chapter 3

Proposed Glitch-Free Integrated
Clock Gating Cell

3.1 Limitation of the Existing ICGs

An ICG cell is used in the clock tree to achieve lower power consumption by

controlling the clock (Clk) signal. It incorporates an enable (En) signal that

controls the clock operation. As a result, a new gated clock (GClk) signal is

achieved which does not switch when En is active. The En signal is generated

from a combinational circuit and can have glitches at arbitrary points in time.

In Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, the En is considered to have glitches at four different

time instances: when Clk is high, when Clk is low and during both the high-to-

low and low-to-high transitions of the Clk signal. Note that a latch-AND based

ICG is used in Fig. 3.1 whereas a latch-NOR based ICG is used in Fig. 3.2. As

shown in Fig. 3.1, if there is a glitch in the En during the rising transition of

the global clock, that particular clock cycle does not propagate to the GClk.

This issue makes a latch-AND based ICG cell effective for only positive edge

triggered flip-flops where glitches are not expected to occur during the rising

transition of the clock. However, for a negative or dual edge triggered flip-flop

12
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Figure 3.1: Gated clock from latch-AND based ICG cell when En has glitches.

based design, using this ICG cell degrades reliability due to the faulty GClk

signal.

As shown in Fig. 3.2 (where latch-NOR based ICG cell is used), the GClk

misses one clock cycle if there is a glitch in the En signal during the falling

transition of the global clock. Thus, a latch-NOR based ICG cell can be

effectively used to drive negative edge triggered flip-fops, where glitches are

not expected to occur during the falling transition of the clock.

As seen from the figures, the ICG cells currently used for single edge trig-

gered flip-flops cannot be fully reliable as En signal can exhibit glitches during

both the rising and falling transitions of the clock signal. This phenomenon

is particularly true for dual edge triggered flip-flops that latch data at both

clock edges. Thus, it is critical to have an uninterrupted GClk when the En

is high, but exhibit glitches.
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Figure 3.2: Gated clock from latch-NOR based ICG cell when En has glitches.

3.2 Proposed ICG Cell Design

The proposed ICG cell is shown in Fig. 3.3. The gated clock signals at the

output of an active low latch-NAND ICG (A) and an active high latch-NOR

ICG (B) cells are selected by a MUX. The select signal of the MUX is the AND-

ed output of the Clk and the En signals, so that the final GClk is sensitive to

the state of En. The result is an inverted GClk, which is then connected to

an inverter to obtain the final GClk signal.

Using the latch-NAND based ICG instead of the latch-AND helps to elim-

inate one inverter. The timing diagram depicted in Fig. 3.4 demonstrates that

the proposed design eliminates any glitches in the GClk while the En signal

exhibits similar type of glitches shown for the existing ICG cells.

A detailed timing diagram and waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.5 where the

14



Figure 3.3: Gate level schematic of the proposed ICG cell.
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Figure 3.4: Gated clock of the proposed ICG cell when En has glitches.
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Figure 3.5: Gated clock of the proposed ICG cell including the intermediate
signals.

proper functionality of the proposed ICG cell is illustrated. When En is at

logic high, the output of the MUX follows the clock signal. When clock is 0,

signal A is selected ensuring that no clock edge is missed if there is a glitch

in the En signal during the falling transition of the clock. Alternatively, when

clock is 1, signal B is selected to ensure that all of the clock edges are present

at GClk even when there is a glitch at the En during the rising clock transition.
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Figure 3.6: Layout of the proposed ICG cell.

In summary, each of the ICG cells for single edge triggered flip-flops ensures

that the glitches propagated to the GClk by the other one are eliminated. The

final result of the circuit is an uninterrupted gated clock signal when the En

is high. The layout of the proposed ICG cell in 45 nm CMOS technology is

depicted in Fig. 3.6.

3.3 Use of the Proposed ICG Cell for Dual

Edge Triggered Flip-flops

The use of dual edge triggered flip-flops has gained popularity in low voltage,

low power circuits for its ability to provide the same throughput while oper-

ating at half the clock frequency [19, 20]. Furthermore, registers having dual

edge triggered flip-flops are more efficient in saving energy than the single edge

triggered flip-flops [21, 22]. Thus, dual edge triggered flip-flops are frequently

used in SoCs for low power applications that require high throughput. There

are various approaches for dual edge triggered flip-flops with inherent clock

gating techniques [23]. One important aim of this thesis is to design an ICG

cell that can be used for any kind of flip-flop. The proposed cell is particularly

effective for dual edge triggered flip-flops as the glitches that may occur in
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[24].

the En signal at any clock transition are eliminated at the gated clock signal,

thereby ensuring that the dual edge triggered flip-flop does not miss any of

the clock edges to properly latch data.

A traditional dual edge triggered flip-flop is used in this thesis [24]. The

flip-flop incorporates two opposite latches and a MUX, as shown in Fig. 3.7.

The select of the MUX is the clock signal so that the output of the positive

level sensitive latch is selected when clock is 0 and the output of the negative

level sensitive latch is selected when the clock is 1. The output of the MUX

produces the output of the flip-flop.

Figs. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are shown simultaneously to illustrate the difference

between using the proposed ICG cell for clock gating as opposed to using the

existing ICGs. As the latch-AND and latch-NOR ICGs miss clock edges when

En signal has glitches during the clock transitions, the dual edge triggered

flip-flop cannot latch the data for those clock edges, thus providing a wrong
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Figure 3.8: Faulty operation of a dual edge triggered flip-flop when gated by
a latch-AND based ICG cell.
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Figure 3.9: Faulty operation of a dual edge triggered flip-flop when gated by
a latch-NOR based ICG cell.
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Figure 3.10: Proper operation of a dual edge triggered flip-flop when gated by
the proposed ICG cell.

output. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the dual edge triggered flip-flop produces the

correct output as the proposed ICG does not miss any clock edge in GClk.

3.4 Behavior of the Proposed ICG Cell When

Clock is Gated

The proposed ICG cell eliminates the issues related with the existing ICGs by

maintaining a glitch-free GClk when En is at logic high. However, using an

AND gate for the select signal of the MUX has a limitation as it can propagate

glitches when En is low, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Note however that the main

goal of this ICG cell is to obtain an uninterrupted GClk when the En is high,

as the flip-flops are gated when the En is low and the input data signals are

stable.
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Figure 3.11: GClk if there are glitches when En is zero.

3.5 Sensitivity of the Proposed ICG Cell to

Glitch Pulse-Width

Another important issue in the proposed ICG cell is the shortened pulse-width,

as shown in Fig. 3.12 where a glitch occurs during the rising transition of the

clock. As the En becomes zero for a short time interval, the MUX selects

signal A rather than signal B. Thus, the pulse width of the gated clock signal

is shortened in proportional to the pulse width of the glitch. In practice, the

glitches are fast with sufficiently small pulse widths, and this effect can be

ignored, provided that the gated clock signal does not miss any transitions.

As discussed above, the proposed ICG cell provides a glitch-free and un-

interrupted gated clock signal for all of the three kinds of flip-flops when the

En signal is high. The proposed cell is compared with the existing ICG cells
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Figure 3.12: A smaller pulse-width in gated clock signal when there is a glitch
in En during the rising transition of the clock.

in terms of power consumption, delay and layout area, as discussed in the

following section.
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3.6 Performance Comparison

The performance of the proposed ICG cell is compared with the existing ICG

cells. All of the ICG cells are simulated using 45 nm CMOS technology and

are operated by a supply voltage of 1.0 V at a clock frequency of 1 GHz.

Avg. Power Avg. Power
Consump- Consump- Clk to Glitch

ICG tion when tion when GClk Layout Character-
cell Clock is Clock is Delay Area istics

Not Gated Gated
(µW ) (µW ) (ps) (µm2)

Latch- glitches
AND 9.13 2.22 51.11 3.816 occur1

based
Latch- glitches
NOR 7.47 1.72 42.36 3.816 occur2

based
Proposed no

ICG 22.31 4.09 86.14 10.137 glitches3

cell

Table 3.1: Performance comparison of the proposed ICG cell with the existing
ICG cells.

A comparative analysis between the proposed ICG cell and the existing

ICG cells are listed in Table 3.1. According to Table 3.1, the proposed ICG

cell has higher latency and increased power consumption (by almost a factor

of 2 to 2.5 when compared to the existing ICGs). However, note that a reliable

1When there is a glitch in the En during rising clock transition.
2When there is a glitch in the En during falling clock transition.
3When there is a glitch in the En during both rising and falling clock transitions.
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and glitch-free gated clock signal is obtained despite the glitches in the enable

signal. Furthermore, the proposed ICG cell is particularly applicable to dual

edge triggered flip-flops since the enable signal may exhibit glitches during

both transitions.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

Integrated clock gating cell is an important component of low power circuits

since clock gating is a typical practice to reduce dynamic power consumption.

New techniques such as intelligent clock gating and energy recovery clock gat-

ing have been proposed to satisfy the demand of low power and high speed

circuits [25,26].

In this thesis, a new ICG cell is proposed with guaranteed glitch-free gated

clock signal for both single edge and dual edge triggered flip-flops. The pro-

posed cell is compared with the existing ICG cells. The existing ICG cells

produce a faulty gated clock signal if glitches occur in the enable signal during

the transitions of the clock. The proposed ICG cell eliminates this issue and

ensures an uninterrupted gated clock. As dual edge triggered flip-flops are

preferable for high throughput circuits, the proposed ICG cell can be highly

useful for these applications.

All of the three ICG cells were designed and simulated in 45 nm CMOS

technology. The comparison results demonstrate that higher reliability is

achieved at the expense of higher delay and greater power consumption.
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Appendix A

Schematic Figures

Figure A.1: Schematic diagram of the proposed ICG cell.
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Figure A.2: Schematic diagram of the latch-AND ICG cell.

Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of the latch-NOR ICG cell.
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Figure A.4: Schematic diagram of the dual edge triggered flip-flop.
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Figure A.5: Schematic diagram of the positive level sensitive latch
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Figure A.6: Schematic diagram of the negative level sensitive latch
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Figure A.7: Schematic diagram of the 2 to 1 multiplexer
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